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Being 'fit'must include your n
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that is required is
use them on a c(

daily basis. In
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truly "fit" person.

Ask
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There are numerous ways
to create a fit, healthy body.
There are "proven" workout techniques and sound
nutritional programs.
But what about our mind?
How do we get it to be
healthy and fit?

choosing and giving gifts
and the expenses that go
along with all the celebratlng.

All of these thoughts and
emotions, whether positive

through a wide range of

or negative, have a direct
impact on your physical
well-being. You may have
the body of a Greek god,

thoughts and emotions dai-

but

As humans, we

ly.

go

if you're stressed, anx-

Some make us feel

ious, depressed, worried,

good; others, not so good.
This seems to be especial-

etc., then you're not really

ly true during the "holiday
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Before you set your "per-

season." Thoughts this time

fect" body goals for 2009,

ofyear can range from elation to dread. Many may

understand

feel

overwhelmed and
stressed about parties,

this: you will

want to include a program
that includes achievins a

"fitt'mind.
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&g€, we have

60,000
thoughts a day. Most of the

we have
today are the same
thoughts that
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your mind is trapped in

a

negative thought pattern it
affects your ability to fully
function both mentally and

physically. Quite miracu-

Get the

Your life, and how you

niques that can assist you
to embrace a new level of

thoughts we had yesterday,
and the day before, and the

day before

that.

picture?

are currently living il, mind. These techniques go
begins and ends in your directly to your non-conmind. How you mind scious mind - that part of
operates determines how the brain that stores most of
happy you are, how successful you feel, and how
you interact in all areas of

life. Leaming how to
focus and direct your

your

Your thoughts have a
direct influence on every
cell in your body. When

yourself

would it be like
feel and act haptr

lously, when we change
our thoughts, we change
our life. There are many
scientifically proven tech-

thoughts is the most critical
ingredient required to have
a fit mindAND a fit body.
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It has been scientifically
formulated that, on aver-

j

months you can
new way of think
is the path to ber

this holiday sea
2009, and beyo

you picture it? Ca:

it?

If you answer

then you can

t

your mind into a I

It

can be said

profession as Lift

is like

being

instructors for t

Autogr

our thoughts, beliefs and

emotions. These tech-

niques are safe and very
transformational.
In our workshops, classes and coaching sessions,

we utilize many recondi-

tioning mind techniques
(RMT's). They are simple
to use, require little time
and virtually no effort. All
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Enloy New Sryun*Prog

Winter sessfon bdgrns Ja
FREE! Swim Lesson Sampler Gla

Oflered week of Dec.75,22 A
Call to reserve your child's spo
275-348-8737, x 779

Holiday Swim Session - Dec 29
A great option for your childre
over Holiday Vacation Week.
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Our 12 Doys of Fitness Sole slorts December l3th.
Visit us or our website for all the details!
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Private Swim Lessons

For begtnner and advanced swimr
Helps build confldence and allows

on particular strokes and skil/t

